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Recruitment

ExclusionInclusion

Parallel Group (N=60)
Patients with depression recieving
pharmacological treatment

ECT Group (N=60)
Patients with depression recieving
ECT-treatment

Healthy Control Group (N=60)
Healthy Control participants matched
on age and gender

Baseline assessment

Immediate followup assessment

6 months followup assessment
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Research Groups
Healthy Controls : To control for the effects of time and 

provide normative data on 
autobiographical memory

Depressed 
patients treated 
without ECT

: To control for the effects of 
depression on autobiographical 
memory

Depressed 
patients treated 
with ECT

: To assess the effects of ECT on 
autobiographical memory

Aim
Work Package II

WP II aims to investigate the ECT-associated retrograde 
autobiographical memory dysfunction in depressed 
patients, in order to:

1. assess the prevalence of this adverse effect

2. examine the nature, extent and persistence of it

The objective of WP II is to develop a neuropsychological 
model that can explain, and potentially predict 
autobiographical memory dysfunction post ECT.

Work Package I + Work Package II

The potential memory disturbances (data obtained from 
WP II) will be correlated to structural MR imaging and 
biological measures (data obtained from WP I).

Method
Examination Program
Examinations will take place at three time points: 

1. Baseline
2. Immediate follow-up
3. 6 months follow-up
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Background
ECT is generally considered an effective and safe 
treatment that results in signi�icant improvement in 70% 
to 80% of the cases. Despite this, the mechanisms behind 
the effects of ECT are not yet fully elucidated, and there 
is still debate about potential adverse side effects, 
especially on autobiographical memory.

Driving Simulator
Work Package II also aims to 
evaluate the validity of the objective 
and subjective autobiographical 
memory dysfunction by examining 
the associations between cognition 
measured by neuropsychological 
tests and self-rating questionnaires, 
and how they transfer to a 
performance measure of daily 
cognitive function by use of a 
driving simulator.

”FOERST” Driving Simulator is a 
robust construction consisting of 
original Ford components necessary 
for driving a typical car. 

The driving simulator software 
permits the manipulation of 
different scenarios and variables in 
the virtual world.

The Danish ECT/MRI Project
The objective is to investigate the mechanisms of action 
behind ECT and �ind predictors for favourable results, 
early relapse, and side effects by using the most modern 
MR techniques and neuropsychological tests.


